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Emerging Markets and the Global Economy investigates analytical techniques suited to emerging market economies, which are typically
prone to policy shocks. Despite the large body of emerging market finance literature, their underlying dynamics and interactions with other
economies remain challenging and mysterious because standard financial models measure them imprecisely. Describing the linkages
between emerging and developed markets, this collection systematically explores several crucial issues in asset valuation and risk
management. Contributors present new theoretical constructions and empirical methods for handling cross-country volatility and sudden
regime shifts. Usually attractive for investors because of the superior growth they can deliver, emerging markets can have a low correlation
with developed markets. This collection advances your knowledge about their inherent characteristics. Foreword by Ali M. Kutan
Concentrates on post-crisis roles of emerging markets in the global economy Reports on key theoretical and technical developments in
emerging financial markets Forecasts future developments in linkages among developed and emerging economies
Solid-State Circuits provides an introduction to the theory and practice underlying solid-state circuits, laying particular emphasis on field effect
transistors and integrated circuits. Topics range from construction and characteristics of semiconductor devices to rectification and power
supplies, low-frequency amplifiers, sine- and square-wave oscillators, and high-frequency effects and circuits. Black-box equivalent circuits of
bipolar transistors, physical equivalent circuits of bipolar transistors, and equivalent circuits of field effect transistors are also covered. This
volume is divided into three sections comprised of 11 chapters and begins with an introduction to the basic physics of bulk semiconductors,
diodes, and transistors, along with the construction and characteristics of devices and integrated circuits. Physics is kept to the minimum
necessary for the understanding of devices. Attention then turns to the fundamental use of semiconductors in rectifier, amplifier, and oscillator
circuits. The high frequency use of transistors is given consideration, and in all examples designs from device characteristics are included.
The remaining chapters focus on the development of equivalent circuits of transistors. This approach highlights the alternating current
operation of devices, and some of the more sophisticated circuits using semiconductor devices are demonstrated. This book will be of interest
to students and practitioners of electronics and electrical engineering.
Get ahead in the workplace by influencing others Influence is a timeless topic for business leaders and others in positions of power, but the
world has evolved to the point where everyone needs these skills. No matter your job, role, rank, or function, if you want to get things done
you need to know how to influence up, down, across, and outside the organization. Increasing Your Influence at Work All-in-One For
Dummies shows you how to contribute more fully to important decisions, resolve conflicts more easily, lead and manage more effectively, and
much more. Plus, you'll discover how to develop the most important attributes necessary for influence—trustworthiness, reliability, and
assertiveness—and find out how to move beyond. Includes easy-to-apply information for influencing managers, peers, and subordinates
Shows you how to build trust with your co-workers and cultivate reliability through consistency and being personal Illustrates how influencing
others in the office helps you enjoy a greater measure of control over your work life Helps you advance your career more rapidly than others
No matter who you are, where you work, or what your professional goals are, achieving more influence in the workplace is critical for
success.
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This is the Deluxe Edition of Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown’s Commentary is a verse-by-verse account of the Bible with great scholarly
insight and attention to the historic teachings of Orthodox Christianity. It has great attention to detail, bringing clarity to the full meaning and
inferences of words, verses, and passages, offering an in-depth understanding of the Bible. While detailed, it is not overly technical making it
one of the core books for ministers and laity alike. This four volume set is well known for its scholarship and accurate understanding of the
Scriptures. C. H. Spurgeon’s opinion of the work was so great that he said, "It contains so great a variety of information that if a man had no
other exposition he would find himself at no great loss if he possessed and used it diligently." Some of its key features are: - An introduction
to each book of the Bible supplying a complete summary of the context - In-depth understanding of the original biblical languages making
comparison to modern language easy - Extensive cross-referencing throughout the text linking passages and their meanings - Exposition of
words and phrases in boldface enabling quick definition - An easy to follow format Published by Delmarva Publications, this handsome four
volume set has an easy to read typeface and a well-organized layout providing ease of transition from passage to passage. Its interior style
matches its cover providing continuity and an attractive combination. All volumes have a linked table of contents to help you quickly and
easily navigate to your desired scripture. It has been proofread many times to make it one of the most accurate e-text versions available.
Volume 1: Genesis to Ecclesiastes Volume 2: Song of Solomon to Zechariah Volume 3: Matthew to Ephesians Volume 4: Philippians to
Revelation
Electronic Engineering Applications of Two-Port Networks aims to present the method of developing two-port theory to form the basis of a
course on linear electronic systems. This book specifically presents topics on small-signal parameters; two-port models; small-signal analysis
of the common-emitter amplifier; and general analysis of small-signal amplifier performance. A chapter is devoted to discussing topics on
tandem connections of two ports, which is followed by exercises on matrix reduction. This text also tackles basic feedback connections,
feedback amplifiers, and feedback oscillators. The application of the feedback systems is then examined. This book concludes by explaining
the capacitive effects on transistor performance. This text will be beneficial to students and experts in the field of electronics.
GaAs devices and integrated circuits have emerged as leading contenders for ultra-high-speed applications. This book is intended to be a
reference for a rapidly growing GaAs community of researchers and graduate students. It was written over several years and parts of it were
used for courses on GaAs devices and integrated circuits and on heterojunction GaAs devices developed and taught at the University of
Minnesota. Many people helped me in writing this book. I would like to express my deep gratitude to Professor Lester Eastman of Cornell
University, whose ideas and thoughts inspired me and helped to determine the direction of my research work for many years. I also benefited
from numerous discussions with his students and associates and from the very atmosphere of the pursuit of excellence which exists in his
group. I would like to thank my former and present co-workers and colleagues-Drs. Levinstein and Gelmont of the A. F. Ioffe Institute of
Physics and Technology, Professor Melvin Shaw of Wayne State University, Dr. Kastalsky of Bell Communi cations, Professor Gary
Robinson of Colorado State University, Professor Tony Valois, and Dr. Tim Drummond of Sandia Labs-for their contributions to our joint
research and for valuable discussions. My special thanks to Professor Morko.;, for his help, his ideas, and the example set by his pioneering
work. Since 1978 I have been working with engineers from Honeywell, Inc.-Drs.
Even if you're familiar with C# syntax, knowing how to combine various language features is a critical skill when you're building applications.
This cookbook is packed full of recipes to help you solve issues for C# programming tasks you're likely to encounter. You'll learn tried-andtrue techniques to help you achieve greater productivity and improve the quality of your code. Author and independent consultant Joe Mayo
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shares some of the most important practices you'll need to be successful as a C# developer. Each section of this cookbook describes some
useful facet of the C# programming language. These recipes--the result of many years of experience--are proven concepts for solving realworld problems with C#. Recipes in this book will help you: Set up your project, manage object lifetime, and establish patterns Improve code
quality through maintainability, error prevention, and correct syntax Use LINQ to Objects for in-memory data manipulation and querying
Understand the differences between dynamic programming and reflection Apply several async programming features you may not be aware
of Work with data using newer libraries and algorithms Learn different ways to use new C# features, such as pattern matching and records
Joe Celko's Analytics and OLAP in SQL is the first book that teaches what SQL programmers need in order to successfully make the
transition from On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems into the world of On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). This book is not an
in-depth look at particular subjects, but an overview of many subjects that will give the working RDBMS programmers a map of the terra
incognita they will face — if they want to grow. It contains expert advice from a noted SQL authority and award-winning columnist, who has
given ten years of service to the ANSI SQL standards committee and many more years of dependable help to readers of online forums. It
offers real-world insights and lots of practical examples. It covers the OLAP extensions in SQL-99; ETL tools, OLAP features supported in
DBMSs, other query tools, simple reports, and statistical software. This book is ideal for experienced SQL programmers who have worked
with OLTP systems who need to learn techniques—and even some tricks—that they can use in an OLAP situation. Expert advice from a noted
SQL authority and award-winning columnist, who has given ten years of service to the ANSI SQL standards committee and many more years
of dependable help to readers of online forums First book that teaches what SQL programmers need in order to successfully make the
transition from transactional systems (OLTP) into the world of data warehouse data and OLAP Offers real-world insights and lots of practical
examples Covers the OLAP extensions in SQL-99; ETL tools, OLAP features supported in DBMSs, other query tools, simple reports, and
statistical software
Avoid “analysis paralysis” and just get started! The Milken Award-winning educator and author of Using Power Standards to Build an Aligned
Curriculum shows how to implement the new Common Core State Standards. This book outlines his proven process for building a
guaranteed and viable local curriculum based on the CCSS, and includes: A system for creating local standards from the CCSS Methods for
connecting the common, formative assessments to quarterly instructional objectives Ways to scaffold learning expectations Readers will find
helpful charts and graphs plus access to Internet-based software for mapping the CCSS to classroom instruction.
Joe Celkos SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming offers tips and techniques in advanced programming. This book is the fourth
edition and it consists of 39 chapters, starting with a comparison between databases and file systems. It covers transactions and currency
control, schema level objects, locating data and schema numbers, base tables, and auxiliary tables. Furthermore, procedural, semiprocedural, and declarative programming are explored in this book. The book also presents the different normal forms in database
normalization, including the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, elementary key, domain-key, and Boyce-Codd normal forms. It also offers
practical hints for normalization and denormalization. The book discusses different data types, such as the numeric, temporal and character
data types; the different predicates; and the simple and advanced SELECT statements. In addition, the book presents virtual tables, and it
discusses data partitions in queries; grouping operations; simple aggregate functions; and descriptive statistics, matrices and graphs in SQL.
The book concludes with a discussion about optimizing SQL. It will be of great value to SQL programmers. Expert advice from a noted SQL
authority and award-winning columnist who has given ten years service to the ANSI SQL standards committee Teaches scores of advanced
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techniques that can be used with any product, in any SQL environment, whether it is an SQL 92 or SQL 2008 environment Offers tips for
working around deficiencies and gives insight into real-world challenges
The papers assembled in this book were presented at the biannual symposium of Inter national Association for Statistical Computing in
Neuchcitel, Switzerland, in August of 1992. This congress marked the tenth such meeting from its inception in 1974 at Vienna and maintained
the tradition of providing a forum for the open discussion of progress made in computer oriented statistics and the dissemination of new ideas
throughout the statistical community. It was gratifying to see how well the groups of theoretical statisti cians, software developers and applied
research workers were represented, whose mixing is an event made uniquely possible by this symposium. While maintaining traditions
certain new features have been introduced at this con ference: there were a larger number of invited speakers; there was more commercial
sponsorship and exhibition space; and a larger body of proceedings have been published. The structure of the proceedings follows a
standard format: the papers have been grouped together according to a rough subject matter classification, and within topic follow an
approximate aphabetical order. The papers are published in two volumes ac cording to the emphasis of the topics: volume I gives a slight
leaning towards statistics and modelling, while volume II is focussed more on computation; but this is certainly only a crude distinction and the
volumes have to be thought of as the result of a single en terprise.
The demand for SQL information and training continues to grow with the need for a database behind every website capable of offering webbased information queries. SQL is the de facto standard for database retrieval, and if you need to access, update, or utilize data in a modern
database management system, you will need SQL to do it. The Second Edition of Joe Celko's Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for Smarties
covers two new sets of extensions over three entirely new chapters and expounds upon the changes that have occurred in SQL standards
since the previous edition's publication. Benefit from mastering the challenging aspects of these database applications in SQL as taught by
Joe Celko, one of the most-read SQL authors in the world. Expert advice from a noted SQL authority and award-winning columnist who has
given 10 years of service to the ANSI SQL standards committee Teaches scores of advanced techniques that can be used with any product,
in any SQL environment Offers graph theory and programming techniques for working around deficiencies and gives insight into real-world
challenges
While building on the skills you already have, Expert SQL Server 2005 Development will help you become an even better developer by
focusing on best practices and demonstrating how to design high–performance, maintainable database applications. This book starts by
reintroducing the database as a integral part of the software development ecosystem. You'll learn how to think about SQL Server
development as you would any other software development. For example, there's no reason you can't architect and test database routines
just as you would architect and test application code. And nothing should stop you from implementing the types of exception handling and
security rules that are considered so important in other tiers, even if they are usually ignored in the database. You'll learn how to apply
development methodologies like these to produce high–quality encryption and SQLCLR solutions. Furthermore, you'll discover how to exploit
a variety of tools that SQL Server offers in order to properly use dynamic SQL and to improve concurrency in your applications. Finally, you'll
become well versed in implementing spatial and temporal database designs, as well as approaching graph and hierarchy problems.
Are you an SQL programmer that, like many, came to SQL after learning and writing procedural or object-oriented code? Or have switched
jobs to where a different brand of SQL is being used, or maybe even been told to learn SQL yourself? If even one answer is yes, then you
need this book. A "Manual of Style" for the SQL programmer, this book is a collection of heuristics and rules, tips, and tricks that will help you
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improve SQL programming style and proficiency, and for formatting and writing portable, readable, maintainable SQL code. Based on many
years of experience consulting in SQL shops, and gathering questions and resolving his students’ SQL style issues, Joe Celko can help you
become an even better SQL programmer. Help you write Standard SQL without an accent or a dialect that is used in another programming
language or a specific flavor of SQL, code that can be maintained and used by other people. Enable you to give your group a coding standard
for internal use, to enable programmers to use a consistent style. Give you the mental tools to approach a new problem with SQL as your
tool, rather than another programming language — one that someone else might not know!

This text is intended for a first course in digital logic design, at the sophomore or junior level, for electrical engineering,
computer engineering and computer science programs, as well as for a number of other disciplines such as physics and
mathematics. The book can also be used for self-study or for review by practicing engineers and computer scientists not
intimately familiar with the subject. After completing this text, the student should be prepared for a second (advanced)
course in digital design, switching and automata theory, microprocessors or computer organization. Request Inspection
Copy
The Common Table Expression (CTE) is one of the more powerful and often overlooked features in Microsoft SQL
Server. This Joes 2 Pros book will show some of the more interesting things you can do with a CTE. We will learn how
CTEs are a great alternative to derived table queries, how to do data paging with a CTE, and recursive queries with tree
path and hierarchical output. This book will also cover how to use the DELETE, UPDATE, and INSERT statements with a
CTE, and how to use CTEs in stored procedures and functions. We will discover what is good and bad with CTEs when it
comes to performance, and how to avoid performance pitfalls. The twelve chapters take us from the most basic
introduction of a CTE all the way to the more complex usage scenarios where a CTE can change the way you look at
writing T-SQL queries. Learn how to use a single CTE or multiple CTEs in a single statement as well as nesting them.
"The first international conference was held at Chiba University in 1-3 September 2005, the second one at Nagoya
University in 7-9 September 2007, and the third one at Hiroshima University in 28-30 August 2009"--P. [v].
Perfectly intelligent programmers often struggle when forced to work with SQL. Why? Joe Celko believes the problem lies
with their procedural programming mindset, which keeps them from taking full advantage of the power of declarative
languages. The result is overly complex and inefficient code, not to mention lost productivity. This book will change the
way you think about the problems you solve with SQL programs.. Focusing on three key table-based techniques, Celko
reveals their power through detailed examples and clear explanations. As you master these techniques, you’ll find you
are able to conceptualize problems as rooted in sets and solvable through declarative programming. Before long, you’ll
be coding more quickly, writing more efficient code, and applying the full power of SQL • Filled with the insights of one of
the world’s leading SQL authorities - noted for his knowledge
and his ability to teach what he knows. • Focuses on
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auxiliary tables (for computing functions and other values by joins), temporal tables (for temporal queries, historical data,
and audit information), and virtual tables (for improved performance). • Presents clear guidance for selecting and
correctly applying the right table technique.
This text covers basic database concepts to provide a conceptual understanding of data and databases necessary for
database design and development.
Textbook of Pulmonary Vascular Diseases combines basic scientific knowledge on the pulmonary circulatory system at
levels of the molecule, cell, tissue, and organ with clinical diagnosis and treatment of pulmonary vascular diseases. Stateof-the-art techniques and their potential applications in research, diagnosis, and treatment of pulmonary vascular
diseases are also covered.
Combining both VB.Net and C# coverage in one book, this guide focuses on using ASP.NET 2.0 for solving business
dynamic Web site challenges in a logical progression, from connecting to a database to displaying information to
changing data Covers the fundamentals of connecting Web pages to databases, techniques for creating data objects and
events, and ways to handle data errors Features tricks and traps for displaying data in grids, lists, and trees Goes beyond
the usual basic techniques to discuss the best practices and pitfalls that can occur in real-world scenarios with SQL
Server, Oracle, MySQL, Access, and the new SQL Server Express Edition
Joe Celko's Complete Guide to NoSQL provides a complete overview of non-relational technologies so that you can become more nimble to
meet the needs of your organization. As data continues to explode and grow more complex, SQL is becoming less useful for querying data
and extracting meaning. In this new world of bigger and faster data, you will need to leverage non-relational technologies to get the most out
of the information you have. Learn where, when, and why the benefits of NoSQL outweigh those of SQL with Joe Celko's Complete Guide to
NoSQL. This book covers three areas that make today's new data different from the data of the past: velocity, volume and variety. When
information is changing faster than you can collect and query it, it simply cannot be treated the same as static data. Celko will help you
understand velocity, to equip you with the tools to drink from a fire hose. Old storage and access models do not work for big data. Celko will
help you understand volume, as well as different ways to store and access data such as petabytes and exabytes. Not all data can fit into a
relational model, including genetic data, semantic data, and data generated by social networks. Celko will help you understand variety, as
well as the alternative storage, query, and management frameworks needed by certain kinds of data. Gain a complete understanding of the
situations in which SQL has more drawbacks than benefits so that you can better determine when to utilize NoSQL technologies for
maximum benefit Recognize the pros and cons of columnar, streaming, and graph databases Make the transition to NoSQL with the expert
guidance of best-selling SQL expert Joe Celko
Joe Celko has looked deep into the code of SQL programmers and found a consistent and troubling pattern - a frightening lack of consistency
between their individual encoding schemes and those of the industries in which they operate. This translates into a series of incompatible
databases, each one an island unto itself that is unable to share information with others in an age of internationalization and business
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interdependence. Such incompatibility severely hinders information flow and the quality of company data. Data, Measurements and
Standards in SQL reveals the shift these programmers need to make to overcome this deadlock. By collecting and detailing the diverse
standards of myriad industries, and then giving a declaration for the units that can be used in an SQL schema, Celko enables readers to write
and implement portable data that can interface to any number of external application systems! This book doesn't limit itself to one subject, but
serves as a detailed synopsis of measurement scales and data standards for all industries, thereby giving RDBMS programmers and
designers the knowledge and know-how they need to communicate effectively across business boundaries. * Collects and details the diverse
data standards of myriad industries under one cover, thereby creating a definitive, one-stop-shopping opportunity for database programmers.
* Enables readers to write and implement portable data that can interface to any number external application systems, allowing readers to
cross business boundaries and move up the career ladder. * Expert advice from one of the most-read SQL authors in the world who is well
known for his ten years of service on the ANSI SQL standards committee and Readers Choice Award winning column in Intelligent
Enterprise.
???DB???????? SQL???????????????????Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties, Fourth Edition: Advanced SQL Programming?????????????SQL??
??????????????????SQL??????????????????????????????????????????????SQL??????????????SQL???????????????????????????????
??SQL??????????????????????????????SQL????????????????????SQL?????????????
Joe Celko's SQL Puzzles and Answers, Second Edition, challenges you with his trickiest puzzles and then helps solve them with a variety of
solutions and explanations. Author Joe Celko demonstrates the thought processes that are involved in attacking a problem from an SQL
perspective to help advanced database programmers solve the puzzles you frequently face. These techniques not only help with the puzzle
at hand, but also help develop the mindset needed to solve the many difficult SQL puzzles you face every day. This updated edition features
many new puzzles; dozens of new solutions to puzzles; and new chapters on temporal query puzzles and common misconceptions about
SQL and RDBMS that leads to problems. This book is recommended for database programmers with a good knowledge of SQL. A great
collection of tricky SQL puzzles with a variety of solutions and explanations Uses the proven format of puzzles and solutions to provide a userfriendly, practical look into SQL programming problems - many of which will help users solve their own problems New edition features: Many
new puzzles added!, Dozens of new solutions to puzzles, and using features in SQL-99, Code is edited to conform to SQL STYLE rules, New
chapter on temporal query puzzles, New chapter on common misconceptions about SQL and RDBMS that leads to problems
“It’s Magic Time!” That colorful promise began each performance at the Caffe Cino, the storied Greenwich Village coffeehouse that fostered
the gay and alternative theatre movements of the 1960s and launched the careers of such stage mainstays as Sam Shepard, Lanford Wilson,
Robert Heide, Harry Koutoukas, Robert Patrick, Robert Dahdah, Helen Hanft, Al Pacino, and Bernadette Peters. As Off-Off-Broadway
productions enjoy a deserved resurgence, theatre historian and actor Wendell C. Stone reopens the Cino’s doors in this vibrant look at the
earliest days of OOB. Rife with insider interviews and rich with evocative photographs, Caffe Cino: The Birthplace of Off-Off-Broadway
provides the first detailed account of Joe Cino’s iconic café theatre and its influence on American theatre. A hub of artistic innovation and
haven for bohemians, beats, hippies, and gays, the café gave a much-sought outlet to voices otherwise shunned by mainstream
entertainment. The Cino’s square stage measured only eight feet, but the dynamic ideas that emerged there spawned the numerous
alternative theatre spaces that owe their origins to the risky enterprise on Cornelia Street.
Common Table Expressions Joes 2 ProsA Solution Series Tutorial on Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about Common Table
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Since 1998, RAID has established its reputation as the main event in research on intrusion detection, both in Europe and
the United States. Every year, RAID gathers researchers, security vendors and security practitioners to listen to the most
recent research results in the area as well as experiments and deployment issues. This year, RAID has grown one step
further to establish itself as a well-known event in the security community, with the publication of hardcopy proceedings.
RAID 2000 received 26 paper submissions from 10 countries and 3 continents. The program committee selected 14
papers for publication and examined 6 of them for presentation. In addition RAID 2000 received 30 extended abstracts
proposals; 15 of these extended abstracts were accepted for presentation. - tended abstracts are available on the
website of the RAID symposium series, http://www.raid-symposium.org/. We would like to thank the technical p- gram
committee for the help we received in reviewing the papers, as well as all the authors for their participation and
submissions, even for those rejected. As in previous RAID symposiums, the program alternates between fun- mental
research issues, such as newtechnologies for intrusion detection, and more practical issues linked to the deployment and
operation of intrusion det- tion systems in a real environment. Five sessions have been devoted to intrusion detection
technology, including modeling, data mining and advanced techniques.
Summarizes many of the advances made in this area and reviews in depth the topics and treatment techniques not
widely used in daily practice. New chapters to this second edition include: New Techniques to Manage Pain; Advances in
Diagnostic Imaging; Management of Germ Cell Tumors of the Mediastinum, Updates on Diaphragmatic Pacing; and
Preoperative Evaluation of Neuro-Motor Diseases of the Esophagus.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th International Conference entitled Beyond Databases,
Architectures and Structures, BDAS 2016, held in Ustro?, Poland, in May/June 2016. It consists of 57 carefully reviewed
papers selected from 152 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections, namely artificial intelligence, data
mining and knowledge discovery; architectures, structures and algorithms for efficient data processing; data warehousing
and OLAP; natural language processing, ontologies and semantic Web; bioinformatics and biomedical data analysis;
data processing tools; novel applications of database systems.
Printbegrænsninger: Der kan printes 10 sider ad gangen og max. 40 sider pr. session
This is the Deluxe Edition of Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown’s Commentary. It is a verse-by-verse account of the Bible
with great scholarly insight and attention to the historic teachings of Orthodox Christianity. It has great attention to detail,
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while bringing clarity to the full meaning and inferences of words, verses, and passages, offering an in-depth
understanding of the Bible. Though detailed, it is not overly technical, making it one of the core books for ministers and
laity alike. This four volume set is well known for its scholarship and accurate understanding of the Scriptures. C. H.
Spurgeon’s opinion of the work was so great that he said, "It contains so great a variety of information that if a man had
no other exposition he would find himself at no great loss if he possessed and used it diligently." Some of its key features
are: - An introduction to each book of the Bible supplying a complete summary of the context - An in-depth understanding
of the original biblical languages making comparison to modern language easy - Extensive cross-referencing throughout
the text linking passages and their meanings - Exposition of words and phrases in boldface enabling quick definition - An
easy to follow format Published by Delmarva Publications, this handsome one volume, has all of the 9 volumes of the
commentary included. It has an easy to read typeface and includes a well-organized layout providing ease of transition
from passage to passage. Its interior style matches its cover providing continuity and an attractive combination. All
volumes have a linked table of contents to help you quickly and easily navigate to your desired scripture. It has been
proofread many times to make it one of the most accurate e-text versions available.
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